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N66 Paintwork in Lupin Blue Metallic/Seat in Black/Frame in Black
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Main frame in Racing Red/Rear frame in Black*

* Only in conjunction with the BMW R 1200 RS Sport (see page 8).
STANDARD EQUIPMENT.

BMW R 1200 RS

Model code: 0A05

Engine/drive

- Air/liquid-cooled, twin-cylinder four-stroke boxer engine with double overhead spur-gear-driven camshaft and balance shaft
- DOHC cylinder head with four valves, cylinders built into crank case
- Capacity: 1,170 cc
- Max. output: 125 hp (92 kW) at 7,750 rpm
- Max. torque: 125 Nm at 6,500 rpm
- Digital engine management with electronic intake pipe fuel injection
- Short stroke throttle with electronic throttle (electronic throttle valve control)
- Mechanical coolant pump
- Regulated three-way catalytic converter, compliant with EU4 emissions standard
- Stainless steel/aluminium exhaust system with sound flap
- Magnesium cylinder head covers
- Wet eight-disc clutch with anti-hopping function, hydraulically operated
- Built-in six-speed helical gearbox
- Shaft drive

Dimensions/weight

- Length: 2,202 mm
- Height at windshield/(width including mirrors): 1,250 mm/(925 mm)
- Wheelbase: 1,527 mm
- Unladen weight, fully fuelled/road-ready: 236 kg
  As defined in EU directive 93/93/EEC, filled with all operating fluids, fuelled to at least 90% of usable tank capacity
- Max. permitted weight: 450 kg
- Max. load (with standard equipment): 214 kg
- Usable tank capacity (of which reserve): 18 l (approx. 4 l)

Performance/fuel consumption

- Max speed: Over 125 mph
- Fuel consumption per 100 km according to WMTC: 4.96 l
- Fuel type: premium unleaded, 95 octane (RON)

Chassis

- BMW Motorrad Integral ABS (partially integral), switchable
- Two riding modes (Rain and Road), each with ASC (Automatic Stability Control)
- Upside-down telescopic fork, front (diameter 45 mm, travel 140 mm), silver-anodized
- BMW Motorrad Paralever, rear
  - Spring preload hydraulically adjustable via handwheel
  - Rebound damping adjustable via handwheel
  - WAD travel-related damping strut
- Double disc with four-piston radial brake calipers, front (diameter 320 mm)
- Single disc brake with double-piston floating caliper, rear (diameter 276 mm)
- Forged handlebar bridge with bar ends
- Cast aluminium wheels (tyres 120/70 ZR 17 at front, 180/55 ZR 17 at rear)
- Side stands with cut-out switch

Electrics

- Low-beam headlight, height-adjustable
- Monochrome TFT display with additional night mode
- Multifunction display with on-board computer: digital clock, gear indicator and fuel gauge, odometer and dual trip distance counters, range indicator, average fuel consumption, average speed, oil level, outside temperature and service interval indicator
- Instrument cluster with analogue speedometer and LC display
- Power socket
- CAN bus with Single Wire System (SWS)
- Electronic immobilizer
- Diagnostic interface
- Hazard warning lights
- 508-W generator
- White indicators and LED rear light
**Equipment**

- Half-fairing with manually adjustable windshield (multiple settings) and integrated rear-view mirrors (fairing-mounted)
- Two-part seat (seat height: 820 mm; step length: 1,840 mm)
- One key system for ignition, steering, fuel filler cap and seat locks
- Pillion passenger grab handles, cast aluminium
- Adjustable brake and clutch levers
- On-board literature and tools

**Colours**

- N86 Paintwork in Lupin Blue Metallic/Frame in Black/Plastic fuel tank cover with contrast paintwork in Granite Grey Matt Metallic/Black-anodized brake caliper/Seat in Black
- Paintwork in Light Grey Metallic/Magellan Grey Matt Metallic (N1N)/Seat in Black/Main frame in Racing Red/Rear frame in Black

*Colour available at an additional cost within the Sport Style Package*

**Price:** £11,330*

---

**ADDITIONAL UK MODELS.**

**R 1200 RS Sport**

*Additional Equipment*

- Daytime Riding Light
- Gear Shift Assist Pro
- Riding Modes Pro with DTC
- ABS Pro with Dynamic Brake Light
- Chrome Exhaust
- Heated Grips
- Tyre Pressure Control
- LED Indicators

*Price:* £12,630*

---

**R 1200 RS Sport SE**

*Additional Equipment*

- Dynamic ESA
- Daytime Riding Light
- Gear Shift Assist Pro
- Riding Modes Pro with DTC
- ABS Pro with Dynamic Brake Light
- Pannier Fastenings
- Luggage Grid
- Main Centre Stand
- Preparation for GPS
- Chrome Exhaust
- Heated Grips
- Tyre Pressure Control
- Cruise Control
- LED Indicators
- On-board Computer Pro

*Price:* £13,780*

---

*The figure quoted is the on the road price and includes 20% VAT. On the road includes shipping costs, BMW Emergency Services for two years, first registration fee, Road Fund Licence, fuel, numberplate, new bike preparation, Datatag protection and RealRider subscription.*
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT.

Available at additional cost*  GBP

Premium package  Package code 233  £1,260

- Dynamic ESA (Electronic Suspension Adjustment)
  - In conjunction with option code 191 “Dynamic ESA (Electronic Suspension Adjustment)”,
    all telescopic fork colour options come with gold anodizing
- Pro on-board computer
  - Available exclusively as part of the package
- Cruise control
- Navigation device preparation
- Pannier mountings left and right
  - Available exclusively as part of the Premium Package
- Centre stand
- Luggage grid

Dynamic package  Package code 235  £720

- Pro riding modes (Dynamic and “USER” riding modes, DTC, ABS Pro, dynamic brake light)
- LED daytime running light
- White LED indicators

Sport Style Package  Package code 861  £285

Only available in conjunction with Paintwork in Light Grey Metallic/Magellan Grey Matt Metallic (N1N).

- Exclusive colour scheme in Light Grey Metallic/Magellan Grey Matt Metallic (N1N)/Seat in Black/Main frame in Racing Red/Rear frame in Black
- “Pure” fuel tank cover
  - (fuel tank cover in glass-bead blasted stainless steel)
- Brake calipers, gold-anodized
- Engine spoiler in Black Storm Metallic

Optional equipment available at no extra cost

- Extra low rider seat (seat height: 760 mm; step length: 1,720 mm)  Option code 776
- Sport rider seat (seat height: 840 mm; step length: 1,875 mm)  Option code 252

Optional equipment available at an extra charge*  GBP

- Dynamic ESA (Electronic Suspension Adjustment)  Option code 191  £775
  - In conjunction with option code 191 “Dynamic ESA (Electronic Suspension Adjustment)”,
    all telescopic fork colour options come with gold anodizing
- TPC (tyre pressure control)  Option code 530  £210
- Pro riding modes (Dynamic and “USER” riding modes, DTC, ABS Pro, dynamic brake light)  Option code 224  £355
- Gear Shift Assist Pro  Option code 222  £385
- Cruise control  Option code 538  £395
- Chrome-plated exhaust system  Option code 350  £110
- LED daytime running light  Option code 202  £265
- White LED indicators  Option code 590  £100
- Heated grips  Option code 519  £240
- Navigation device preparation  Option code 272  £180
- Centre stand  Option code 636  £130
- Luggage grid  Option code 665  £165
- Keyless Ride  Option code 193  £250
- Anti-theft alarm system  Option code 603  £210

Heated grips, cruise control, navigation device preparation, pannier mountings, centre stand, luggage grid, Pro riding modes, White LED indicators, high and low rider seat, Pro gear-shift assist and anti-theft alarm system can also be retrofitted as Original BMW Motorcycle Equipment.

* All optional equipment prices quoted are recommended retail prices ex works and include 20% VAT. Prices quoted are per unit, and apply only to items fitted to the bike in the factory before shipment to the customer.
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT.

Available at additional cost* GBP
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  - £720
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EQUIPMENT FOR THE BMW R 1200 RS.
**HP PARTS**

[1] **HP sport silencer**
Made entirely out of titanium and stainless steel and to an exceptional level of craftsmanship, this slip-on silencer with carbon end-cap and heat guard delivers a powerful rumble. It’s also remarkably lightweight (1 kg lighter than standard version).

- **HP sport silencer**
  Order number: 77 11 8 545 726
  Instructions for fitting and use available from your BMW Motorrad Centre

  (+) Carbon heat guard without centre stand
  Order number: 77 11 8 554 341

  (o) Carbon heat guard with centre stand
  Order number: 77 11 8 556 703

  (+) Raised head screw (one required)
  Order number: 06 32 7 651 211

[2] **HP milled brake and clutch levers**
The CNC-milled HP hand levers made from corrosion-resistant, anodized aluminium are adjustable via a screw mechanism (brake lever 5 positions, clutch lever 3 positions).

To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre

- **HP milled clutch lever**
  Order number: 77 25 8 554 323

- **(+) HP milled footbrake lever**
  Order number: 77 25 8 554 324

**STORAGE ACCESSORIES**

[4] **Touring panniers**
Sturdy, splash-proof touring panniers with pannier lid paintwork in Granite Grey Matt Metallic provide total storage capacity of approx. 63 l (approx. 32 l left, 31 l right). Each pannier can hold a 10 kg load. Pannier base can be expanded for easier loading and unloading.

- **Touring pannier, left**
  Order number: 77 41 8 536 869

- **Touring pannier, right**
  Order number: 77 41 8 536 870

  (+) Fastening kit
  Order number: 71 60 7 680 840

  (+) Locking cylinder (with codes) for central locking with motorcycle
  Order number: 51 25 7 681 200

  (o) Repair kit for locking cylinder
  Order number: 51 25 7 698 204

  Fastening parts and locking cylinder variant per pannier (one required)

[5] **Inner bags for touring panniers**
These practical, water-resistant inner bags make full use of the capacity of the touring panniers. Luggage can be accessed easily with one hand, and the bag can even be worn over the shoulder thanks to a detachable strap.

- **Inner bag for touring pannier, left**
  Order number: 77 41 8 549 407

- **Inner bag for touring pannier, right**
  Order number: 77 41 8 549 408

[6] **Pannier mountings**
These sturdy pannier mountings blend in perfectly with the vehicle’s overall concept – even when the panniers have been removed – providing a secure hold for the touring panniers quickly and easily. Also available as an equipment option.

- **Pannier mountings**
  Order number: 46 54 8 534 255
  To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre

  **Small mounting parts excluded.**
  For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre

  (+) Mushroom-head fixing screw (two required)
  Order number: 46 54 8 534 265

---

1 For information on speed and load limitations, please refer to instruction booklet.

Please contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre for fitted prices.

Original BMW motorcycle equipment is available from your BMW Motorrad Centre.

(+)= “and” – this item must be ordered at the same time

(o)= “or” – this item may be ordered as an alternative option
EQUIPMENT FOR THE BMW R 1200 RS.
STORAGE ACCESSORIES

[1] **Small top box¹ with backrest pad**
The waterproof top box has a capacity of 30 l and a maximum load of 5 kg – perfect for a helmet, for example. The lid comes with Paintwork in Granite Grey Metallic and a soft-close mechanism; backrest pad and central locking functionality are also available upon request.
- **Small top box**
  Order number: 77 438 543 246
  Small mounting parts excluded.
  For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre
- (+) Top box lid outer shell in Granite Grey Matt Metallic
  Order number: 77 43 8 553 127
- (+) Badge
  Order number: 31 42 7 708 518
- (+) Locking cylinder (with codes) for central locking with motorcycle
  Order number: 51 25 7 681 200
- (o) Repair kit for locking cylinder
  Order number: 51 25 7 698 204
  Locking cylinder variant (one required)
- • Backrest pad for small top box
  Order number: 77 44 8 549 334

[2] **Inner bag for small top box**
Makes loading and unloading a top box even easier. The inner bag comes with a practical carry handle and can be folded flat when not in use.
- • Inner bag for small top box
  Order number: 77 43 8 549 130

[3] **Luggage grid**
A secure base for the small top box, suitable for use with the BMW R 1200 RS. Paintwork in Granite Grey Matt Metallic. Also available as an equipment option.
  To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
- • Luggage grid
  Order number: 46 54 8 534 258
- (+) Luggage grid lower section
  Order number: 46 54 8 534 264
- (+) Luggage grid lower section, Granite Grey Matt Metallic
  Order number: 46 54 8 556 661
- (+) Fasteners for luggage grid
  Order number: 77 44 8 546 695

[4] **Small tankbag¹**
The capacity of the waterproof main compartment is expandable from 5 to 9 l. The high-quality waterproof map pocket comes with non-slip polyurethane coating. With additional water-repellent exterior pockets, carry handle and adjustable shoulder strap.
- • Small tankbag
  Order number: 77 45 8 556 293

[5] **Small softbag¹**
This 30-l softbag offers plenty of extra storage space – it can be expanded by an additional 5 l. It has a watertight main compartment made of hard-wearing, easy-care material, and can be attached to the luggage grid or the pillion seat using the quick fastening system supplied.
- • Small softbag, 30–35 l
  Order number: 77 49 8 549 323

[6] **Large softbag¹**
The large high-quality softbag has a waterproof 50-l main compartment. Capacity can be expanded by up to 5 l with patch pockets. The sturdy EVA base fits all BMW Motorrad models perfectly, and includes a non-slip coating. With quick fastening system.
- • Large softbag, 50–55 l
  Order number: 77 49 8 549 320

[7] **Luggage roll¹**
A tough, waterproof luggage roll with a removable, rigid EVA base and a 50-l capacity. Roll closure for easy access, mesh outer pocket and small waterproof zipped inner pocket. Adjustable compression straps for volume adjustment. Detachable, adjustable shoulder strap and padded carry handle.
- • Luggage roll, 50 l
  Order number: 77 49 8 550 346

Please contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre for fitted prices.
Original BMW motorcycle equipment is available from your BMW Motorrad Centre.

(+) = “and” – this item must be ordered at the same time
(o) = “or” – this item may be ordered as an alternative option
EQUIPMENT FOR THE R 1200 RS.
STORAGE ACCESSORIES

[1] Bag for pillion seat
This waterproof bag attaches to the pillion seat and offers approx. 16 l of extra storage – just the right amount for day trips or even the daily commute. Like the tankbag, it’s a great way to add luggage space. For solo riding only.
• Bag for pillion seat
  Order number: 77 49 8 557 768

DESIGN

[2] LED indicators
Streets ahead in form and function. The LED indicators complement the design of the BMW R 1200 RS perfectly – and with reduced energy consumption and significantly longer bulb life, they’re also a shining example of efficiency. Also available as an equipment option.
  To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
• LED indicators (three required)
  Order number: 63 13 8 522 499
• LED indicators (one required)
  Order number: 63 13 8 522 503

[3] Plastic engine spoiler in Black Storm Metallic
The elegant engine spoiler enhances the stylish, sporty look of the BMW R 1200 RS. Also available as an equipment option.
  To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
  Cannot be used in conjunction with engine protection bar
  Small mounting parts excluded.
  For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre
• Engine spoiler in Black Storm Metallic, left
  Order number: 46 63 8 542 513
(+) Engine spoiler in Black Storm Metallic, right
  Order number: 46 63 8 542 514
• Engine spoiler in Magellan Grey Metallic, left
  Order number: 46 63 8 565 857
(+) Engine spoiler in Magellan Grey Metallic, right
  Order number: 46 63 8 565 858
• Bracket (left) for engine spoiler
  Order number: 46 63 8 546 955
(+) Bracket (right) for engine spoiler
  Order number: 46 63 8 546 956

ERGONOMICS AND COMFORT

[4] Milled footpegs, adjustable (including foot brake and gear lever)
Riders can adjust the high-quality CNC-milled driver footpegs to any of three settings, keeping their feet comfortably and securely in position. Footbrake and gear levers can be adjusted to accommodate different leg lengths and even different boot sizes.
  To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
• Milled footpeg, left, adjustable
  Order number: 77 25 8 552 071
(+) Milled footpeg, right, adjustable
  Order number: 77 25 8 552 072

[5] Tinted windshield
The tinted version of the standard windshield underlines the powerful yet refined look of the BMW R 1200 RS. With scratch-resistant coating.
  To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
• Tinted windshield
  Order number: 77 33 8 556 927

1 For information on speed and load limitations, please refer to instruction booklet.

Please contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre for fitted prices.
Original BMW motorcycle equipment is available from your BMW Motorrad Centre.

(+)= “and” – this item must be ordered at the same time
EQUIPMENT FOR THE BMW R 1200 RS.
ERGONOMICS AND COMFORT

[1] Sport rider seat, Black
The high and narrow Sport rider seat allows the rider to adopt an especially active body position when riding in sport mode. Even taller riders will feel at home on it. Also available as an equipment option.

- Sport rider seat, Black
  (seat height: 840 mm; step length: 1,875 mm)
  Order number: 77 34 8 555 886

Rider seat, Black/low rider seat, Black/extra low rider seat, Black/pillion seat
The choice is yours. We make seats that give you the perfect knee angle, lower seats that allow you to keep the ground within easy reach, and padded seats for greater comfort. All rider seats are also available ex works. You can even have the pillion seat adjusted accordingly.

- Rider seat, Black (not shown; see pages 4–5)
  (seat height: 820 mm; step length: 1,838 mm)
  Order number: 52 53 8 534 318

- Low rider seat, Black
  (seat height: 790 mm; step length: 1,780 mm)
  Order number: 52 53 8 534 316

- Extra low rider seat, Black
  (seat height: 760 mm; step length: 1,720 mm)
  Order number: 52 53 8 534 317

- Pillion seat (not shown; see pages 4–5)
  Order number: 52 53 8 534 319

[2] Centre stand
The sturdy centre stand ensures that the bike remains stable even on loose surfaces. Also available as an equipment option.

To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre

Small mounting parts excluded.
For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre

- Centre stand
  Order number: 46 52 8 532 725

[3] Heated grips
Warm hands feel good. Which is why these heated handlebar grips have two settings designed to keep hands and fingers pleasantly warm. Also available as an equipment option.

- Heated grips
  To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
  For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre or visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk

- Comfort pillion seat (not shown)
  Order number: 52 53 8 534 320

Please contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre for fitted prices.
Original BMW motorcycle equipment is available from your BMW Motorrad Centre.
ERGONOMICS AND COMFORT

[X] **Pro gear-shift assist** (not shown)
   Change gears without using the clutch. Also available as an equipment option.
   To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
   • Pro gear-shift assist
     Order number: 23 41 8 536 884
   (+) Enabling code for Pro gear-shift assist
     Order number: 13 61 8 545 879

[X] **Cruise control** (not shown)
   Also available as an equipment option.
   • Cruise control
     To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
     For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre or visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk

NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATION

[1] **BMW Motorrad Navigator V**
   GPS navigation for riders with lifetime map updates, Bluetooth®, optional smartphone link for real-time traffic updates, carry pouch and much more. Hands-free mode also available if the vehicle is fitted with the optional Car kit.
   Only available in conjunction with navigation device preparation (also available as an equipment option, option code 272)
   “My motorcycle” page only available in conjunction with Pro on-board computer
   • BMW Motorrad Navigator V (with map data for Europe)
     Part number: 77 52 8 536 777
   (o) BMW Motorrad Navigator V (without map data)
     Order number: 77 52 8 536 779

[X] (+) Navigation device preparation (not shown) can be retrofitted
   Also available as an equipment option.
   Includes anti-theft system for BMW Motorrad Navigator.
   “My motorcycle” page only available in conjunction with Pro on-board computer
   For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre or visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk
   • Car kit for BMW Motorrad Navigator V
     Order number: 77 52 8 544 460

SAFETY

[2] **Aluminium cylinder head cover guard**
   If the worst comes to the worst, the cylinder head cover guard provides comprehensive protection against damage.
   Instructions for fitting and use available from your BMW Motorrad Centre
   • Cylinder head cover guard
     Order number: 77 14 8 533 745

[3] **Stainless steel engine protection bar**
   The stainless steel engine protection bar provides effective protection for the cylinders without compromising the lean angle.
   Scheduled availability from third quarter of 2016
   Instructions for fitting and use available from your BMW Motorrad Centre
   Not for use in conjunction with the engine spoiler
   • Engine protection bar, left
     Order number: 77 14 8 557 607
   • Engine protection bar, right
     Order number: 77 14 8 557 608
   (+) Mounting parts
     Order number: 77 14 8 522 926
   (+) Cylinder screw M8x30 (two required)
     Order number: 07 14 9 907 381
   (+) Cylinder screw M8x35 (two required)
     Order number: 07 14 9 908 654

[X] **Anti-theft alarm system** (not shown)
   If the motorcycle is moved or struck violently, the system responds with a clearly audible signal and a flashing warning light. Also available as an equipment option.
   To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
   Small mounting parts excluded.
   For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre
   • Anti-theft alarm system
     Order number: 77 53 8 554 348

Please contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre for fitted prices.
Original BMW motorcycle equipment is available from your BMW Motorrad Centre.
(+)= “and” – this item must be ordered at the same time
(o)= “or” – this item may be ordered as an alternative option
EQUIPMENT FOR THE BMW R 1200 RS.
SAFETY

[1] LED auxiliary headlights
The LED auxiliary headlights deliver increased safety when visibility is poor, e.g. in fog, snow and rain.
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
Small mounting parts excluded.
For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre

- LED auxiliary headlights (two required)
  Order number: 63 17 8 532 147
  The auxiliary headlights are approved for use as fog lights, and may only be used in poor weather conditions. Country-specific road traffic regulations apply.

  (+) Holder for auxiliary headlights
  Order number: 77 51 8 551 341

  (+) Cable harness for LED auxiliary headlights
  Order number: 77 51 8 553 657

  (+) Additional switch for LED auxiliary headlights
  Order number: 61 31 8 533 473

  (+) Cable clamp
  Order number: 32 72 8 534 367

[2] Safety screw for oil filler cap
This small safety screw is made of milled aluminium and prevents unauthorized removal of the oil filler cap.

- Safety screw for oil filler cap
  Order number: 71 60 7 696 117

[3] BMW Motorrad warning triangle
The BMW Motorrad warning triangle packs down to a very small size (H x W x D: 22.5 x 8.5 x 3.5 cm) so there’s never any problem finding space for it on your motorcycle. It also complies with ECE standard R 27. Comes in a sturdy plastic container with assembly instructions.

  - BMW Motorrad warning triangle
    Order number: 77 02 8 543 476

First aid kit

[4] • Large first-aid kit
 Order number: 72 60 2 317 554

[5] • Small first-aid kit
 Order number: 72 60 7 695 290

[X] Pro riding modes retrofit (not shown)
Also available as an equipment option.

- Pro riding modes retrofit
To be fitted and/or enabled in a specialist workshop, and ideally at your BMW Motorrad Centre
For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre or visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk

Please contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre for fitted prices.
Original BMW motorcycle equipment is available from your BMW Motorrad Centre.

(+) = “and” – this item must be ordered at the same time
EQUIPMENT FOR THE BMW R 1200 RS.
MAINTENANCE AND TECHNICAL ACCESSORIES

[1] BMW Motorrad battery charger
Microprocessor-controlled charger and float charger for maintenance-free, wet 12 V batteries. Connects to the on-board socket. Also includes an adaptor cable for charging via battery terminals.
- BMW Motorrad 230-volt battery charger
  Order number: 77 02 8 551 896
- BMW Motorrad 110-volt battery charger
  Order number: 77 02 8 551 897
- BMW Motorrad battery charger for UK
  Order number: 77 02 8 551 898

Versatile air pump with digital manometer. Packs down to a small size. Suitable for checking tyre pressure while out on tour.
- Mini foot pump
  Order number: 71 60 7 715 824

Handy at home or out on tour, this is a must-have for every bike owner. Small, practical and easy to use, the BMW Motorrad multi-purpose toolkit is ideal for making simple tweaks or repairs.
- Multi-purpose toolkit
  Order number: 71 60 7 414 858

[4] Brake disc lock with anti-theft alarm system
Sturdy brake disc lock with an audible alarm that sounds when unauthorized access is attempted. A multi-colour LED display shows the battery and vehicle status.
- Brake disc lock with anti-theft alarm system
  Order number: 77 25 2 414 845

A clear and accessible guide to maintaining and repairing your motorcycle.
For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre or visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk
- Repair manual, DVD

[6] BMW Motorrad Advantec engine oil
Original BMW Motorrad engine oil in a 1-l refill can.
- BMW Motorrad Advantec Ultimate 5W-40 engine oil, 1 l
  Order number: 83 12 2 405 887

[X] Workstand (not shown)
  For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre or visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk
  - Workstand, front
    Order number: 77 02 8 551 859
  - Workstand, rear
    Order number: 77 02 8 549 415

[X] Motorcycle tyre repair kit (not shown)
  Absolutely essential on a long-distance tour – the complete puncture repair kit.
  For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre or visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk
  - Motorcycle tyre repair kit
    Order number: 71 11 2 414 854

[X] LED torch (not shown)
  Versatile and powerful LED torch. Its battery can be charged via a standard plug socket.
  For detailed information, please contact your BMW Motorrad Centre or visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk
  - LED torch
    Order number: 71 60 2 414 853

TYRES.

[X] Tyres (not shown)
  To guarantee the best possible ride, you need to think about where the vehicle meets the road: the tyres. Tyres tested by BMW Motorrad ensure only the best options are available for your bike. If you have questions about your tyres or are thinking about buying a new set, contact your nearest BMW Motorrad Centre for detailed advice.

Please contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre for fitted prices.
Original BMW motorcycle equipment is available from your BMW Motorrad Centre.
ORIGINAL BMW CARE PRODUCTS

It’s important to look after the things you love. That’s why we developed BMW Care products: so you can keep your bike looking as good as it did on the day you first laid eyes on it. They meet strict BMW Motorrad quality standards, counteract signs of ageing and help maintain the value and safety of the vehicle.
[1] **Motorcycle cleaner**
500 ml motorcycle cleaner – for a gentle, easy clean.
- **Motorcycle cleaner, 500 ml**
  Order number: 83 19 2 408 157

[2] **Insect remover, 500 ml**
Tackles stubborn insect residue with a minimum of fuss. Contains greasing agents and is therefore not suitable for matt finishes.
- **Insect remover, 500 ml**
  Order number: 83 19 2 420 028

[3] **Seat cleaner (for high-gloss faux leather)**
Cleans the pores, protects against the onset of brittleness, revitalizes the colour of the material and provides UV protection.
- **Seat cleaner (for high-gloss faux leather)**
  Order number: 83 19 2 420 026

[4] **Gloss polish, 250 ml**
Non-abrasive deep-cleaning agent that uses natural ingredients to leave a high-gloss finish. Cleans, polishes and protects all painted, chrome and plastic parts.
- **Gloss polish, 250 ml**
  Order number: 83 19 2 420 023

[5] **Metal polish, 75 ml**
Non-abrasive high-gloss polish for aluminium, chrome, brass, nickel, stainless steel and other unpainted metals. Comes with microfibre cloth.
- **Metal polish, 75 ml**
  Order number: 83 19 2 420 025

[6] **Body + Bike shower gel, 250 ml**
Because you’ve always wanted to shower with your bike. Dermatologically tested, it gently cleanses and cares for your skin and has a bold, refreshing fragrance. If your bike’s looking spick and span, so should you.
- **Body + Bike shower gel, 250 ml**
  Order number: 83 19 2 420 029

[X] **Wheel rim cleaner, 500 ml (not shown)**
Acid-free, intensive cleaning agent for steel, aluminium and oxidized wheel rims.
- **Wheel rim cleaner, 500 ml**
  Order number: 83 19 2 420 024

[X] **Cleaning cloth for helmet and visor (not shown)**
Handy for maintaining a clear field of vision while on the move.
- **Cleaning cloth for helmet and visor**
  Order number: 83 19 2 420 022

Please contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre for fitted prices.
Original BMW motorcycle equipment is available from your BMW Motorrad Centre.
[1] **Sport suit**
Take control of the streets in this professional-grade suit made of kangaroo and cowhide nappa leather. NP protectors, NP2 protectors and stainless steel sliders minimize the impact of any ground contact, while a 3D air mesh lining, schoeller®/keprotec® stretch inserts and TFL cool technology effectively regulate body temperature. Every element of the suit is designed to maximize performance, including the cut, which encourages riders to assume an aerodynamic racing position. The result is total domination, every time you take to the tarmac.

[2] **Two in One glove**
The multifunctional sport-style touring glove with twin-chamber technology is truly unique, allowing riders easily to switch chambers when weather conditions change. The PROOF moisture protection chamber is breathable, windproof and waterproof. It also features a lining which provides thermal insulation. The GRIP chamber features wafer-thin, abrasion-resistant kangaroo leather, for a crease-free, tactile fit.

[3] **SportDry boot**
Built for speed, tailored for comfort, SportDry boots are made of 2.2-mm cowhide leather and feature removable side and heel abrasion protectors. The breathable, windproof and waterproof GORE-TEX® membrane keeps your feet comfortable during the hottest overtaking manoeuvres, while rigid ankle protection (TCS), the shock absorber and the toe cap ensure you never lose your cool.

Find out about these items and other rider equipment at your BMW Centre or www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk
SPORT SUIT

Take control of the streets in this professional-grade suit made of kangaroo and cowhide nappa leather. NP protectors, NP2 protectors and stainless steel sliders minimize the impact of any ground contact, while a 3D air mesh lining, schoeller®/keprotec® stretch inserts and TFL cool technology effectively regulate body temperature. Every element of the suit is designed to maximize performance, including the cut, which encourages riders to assume an aerodynamic racing position. The result is total domination, every time you take to the tarmac.

TWO IN ONE GLOVE

The multifunctional sport-style touring glove with twin-chamber technology is truly unique, allowing riders easily to switch chambers when weather conditions change. The PROOF moisture protection chamber is breathable, windproof and waterproof. It also features a lining which provides thermal insulation. The GRIP chamber features wafer-thin, abrasion-resistant kangaroo leather, for a crease-free, tactile fit.

SPORTDRY BOOT

Built for speed, tailored for comfort, SportDry boots are made of 2.2-mm cowhide leather and feature removable side and heel abrasion protectors. The breathable, windproof and waterproof GORE-TEX® membrane keeps your feet comfortable during the hottest overtaking manoeuvres, while rigid ankle protection (TCS), the shock absorber and the toe cap ensure you never lose your cool.

Find out about these items and other rider equipment at your BMW Centre or www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk
**BMW Motorrad Service**
BMW's extensive service network ensures your bike gets the care it deserves. There are over 150 BMW Service Centres in Germany alone, and if you’re off on your travels, you’ll find them in over 100 countries around the world. Their quality of service is assured by comprehensive training and systems.

**BMW Motorrad mobility services**
We pride ourselves on the quality of aftersales care we provide. Like BMW Motorrad mobility services: free, round-the-clock breakdown assistance whether you bought your bike new or as an Approved Used Bike.

If you have a breakdown in this country or elsewhere in Europe, our experts will do everything they can to get you back on the road. If they can’t fix the problem immediately, they’ll get you to your destination by other means.

Ask your BMW Motorrad Centre for more information, or visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk

**Datatag**
BMW Motorrad has joined forces with Datatag, the country’s leading provider of security marking solutions, to give BMW motorcycle owners an additional level of theft protection and peace of mind.

All BMW Motorcycles will be fitted with the Datatag’s industry-leading system to deter theft, free of charge. Datatag’s advanced system enables the identification of stolen motorcycles and parts, thereby assisting the police in prosecuting motorcycle thieves and making BMW motorcycles less attractive to criminals.

**Real Rider**
REALRIDER’s life saving, route recording, benefit-filled Smartphone App, lets you track your rides, record your points of interest and keeps you safe when you ride alone. Using Smartphone technology, if a crash is detected, REALRIDER connects an injured rider directly to the NHS Ambulance Control Room.

Each new bike purchase also comes with a complimentary 12 months REALsafe subscription as part of the REALsafe premium App. This is the only accident detection system App to be fully integrated into the NHS and when activated will enable emergency services to locate riders quickly and accurately.

---

**MAKE LIFE A RIDE WITH BMW MOTORRAD FINANCIAL SERVICES.**

Get on your new or used BMW bike as quickly and easily as possible with finance from BMW Financial Services.

We offer a range of flexible finance options for your new or used bike to get you out on the open road.

- BMW Select is our most flexible and popular finance product. It can help turn your dream Motorrad adventure into a reality by putting you onto a BMW bike sooner than you might think. With BMW Select, you can change your bike regularly, meaning you can always benefit from the latest technologies in the range.

- BMW Hire Purchase is the traditional way to finance your new BMW bike, where you spread the cost of your purchase equally over time so it’s easy to budget.

- We also offer Accessory Loans to help you afford those extra gadgets that you’ve always wanted.

Get in touch with the finance specialist at your local BMW Motorrad Centre for more details, or visit www/bmw-motorrad.co.uk/finance for more information and to view the latest offers.

Finance is subject to status and available to over 18s in the UK only. Guarantees and indemnities may be required. Finance is provided by BMW Financial Services (GB) Limited, Summit ONE, Summit Avenue, Farnborough GU14 0FB.
TEST RIDE.
LET THE RIDE DECIDE.

To book a test ride with your local Retailer please visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk

MAKE LIFE A RIDE.

Subject to change in design and equipment. Subject to error. The vehicles displayed herein may contain optional equipment. This will only be explicitly indicated where pictures of vehicle show optional equipment. © BMW Motorrad, UXVB-1, Munich, Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or in part, without the written permission of BMW AG, Munich.